
Media & 
Advertising

The media and advertising world is witnessing a
pandemic-induced disruption. The industry which
has shown immense resilience has now entered a
new, digital-first global landscape. Throughout this
journey, digital ad spending has remained buoyant,
thanks to the high levels of online engagement.
Brands and advertisers are now strategizing to
navigate the rebounding landscape of growing
consumer expectations. This edition hopes to
highlight innovative approaches for amplifying
consumer engagement to deliver unified experiences.
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Since the COVID-19 pandemic, Media and Advertising

industry has witnessed incessant change. The evolution of

generational behavior seems accelerated and the impact of

technological advances more apparent globally.

Online data consumption saw a spike of 30% and several

industry trends predating the pandemic were accelerated.

There was a marked surge in popularity (and demand) for

content delivered over the internet. This phenomenon,

known as "over-the-top" or OTT, was a bright spot globally in

an otherwise difficult period. Confined to their homes, people

sought more interaction online to avoid crowded in-person

events.

The growing market dominance of streaming services,

gaming, digital sales, and user-generated content remained

strong and unwavering. The areas that saw above-average

growth, such as internet advertising and extended reality, are

projected to grow fastest over the next few years. I am

convinced that Media & Advertising will evolve at an even

quicker pace in the near future. Though initially thought of as

short term, these pandemic-induced consumption patterns

and consumer habits are slowly becoming embedded in the

mainstream ecosystem.

Humanity is slowly inching towards a universal virtual world.

People are spending more time immersed in digital social

worlds, overlaying the physical reality. This edition of the M&A

magazine will explore the growing importance of

omnichannel, personalized, and digital-first experiences in

this landscape. Entrenched in the business of imagination,

Cybage hopes to underscore the present and the future of

the customer-centric world.

Rajesh Kurup

EVP-Delivery

“
“



Crossing $870 Billion in Ad Spending by 2024: An Industry Introspection

So far in 2022, end-users have been less willing to resume in-person transactions. Businesses (which by now

expected a return to normal) have continued their growing investment in digitization. The digital economy's

steady climb has further stimulated several forms of advertising. This includes brand campaigns on television

as well as Out-of-Home.

The internet, a significant beneficiary of the lockdown, is also growing exponentially. It is predicted to expand

its share of advertising from 36.6% in 2021 to 40.1% by 2025. This includes fast-growing online gaming, edtech,

and food & delivery platforms, which will outpace TV to become the most prominent advertising segment by

2024. Digital advertising, as a whole, had been more robust in the second half of 2021 than previously expected.

And is estimated to stay on an upward trajectory for the rest of 2022.

Fast-forward into the future

Last two years have shown us that consumer habits may have taken a lifetime to attain, but just one pandemic

was enough to redefine them entirely. To a large degree, the lockdown and its aftereffects have brought the

future closer to us. Users are taking greater control of their own media consumption in a digital world with

exponential options. Ongoing changes in consumer behavior have also been accelerated. With it, a series of

digital disruptions that would otherwise have happened in a few years have been pulled forward. Savvy users

are enthusiastically spending on all-you-can-get access to music, video, and games. By combining design and

circumstance, people are consuming more content at home and on the internet.

When advertisers and agencies now think about the future, the need for great brand-building efforts to

revitalize their consumers should also be acknowledged. The current rebounding landscape can offer clear

channels to engage most consumers. Connectivity and online engagement have been well above norms since

2020, and many of these newer behaviors are expected to stay in the foreseeable future.

Video is now one of the advertisers' greatest opportunities.
90% of consumers are watching online or mobile videos weekly. As a result, 
video ad spending is projected to reach 78.5 billion by the end of 2023.

Online video ad spending is set to increase from $62bn in 2021 
to $91bn by 2024. 



Playing the number game

Streaming has witnessed significant wins throughout the period. Users have gravitated towards the

increasing wealth of online content options (and still continue to). Providers, like OTT video companies and

multiplayer game distributors, that were already well-positioned to reach the customers where they are, have

thrived.

Global Media & Entertainment has been forecasted to show a 6.7% rise in 2022, driving total revenue to

increase at a 5.0% five-year CAGR. According to a media giant, global media revenue will hit a landmark in

2025, surpassing the $1 trillion mark.

Even as some users resume pre-pandemic activities away from home, streaming content engagement

remains high. This is evident in the 37% of digital impressions across 27 different markets in Latin America,

EMEA, and the Asia Pacific. And an even greater percentage in the US. As we know, marketing and ad

spending are good parameters for measuring the sector's overall health. So, if these numbers are anything to

go by (and they are!), the industry is about to reach even greater heights— with even more innovation

involved.



Personalized entertainment: A future realized

The mass personalization of content experiences at relatively low cost and the resulting explosive growth in

choice has altered the balance. This change between consumer spending and advertising may perhaps be

permanent. Companies find they can deliver a massive selection at a price point that makes sense for both

supplier and end user. And they can do this while building effective direct relationships without relying

excessively on intrusive advertising. Media companies are no longer simply delivering audiences and eyeballs

to advertisers. They are now in the business of rendering experiences and content directly to end users.

A recent study found that VR ads aid in same-day recall for 70% of users. 
This is just one example! Without a doubt, advertising in the near future will 
become more immersive. 

Programmatic advertising has moved away from broadcasting to mass audiences on the internet (and later,

the television) and narrowly targeting users on their phones or social media. Personalization across a massive

user base has become highly efficient and cost-effective, giving rise to the creation of highly accurate

recommendation engines.

A world of infinite consumer choices is already here. It’s no longer a futuristic notion!!

Digital channels are expected to consume nearly all incremental spending into global ad budgets in the

coming years and programmatic is estimated to account for a large chunk of that growth. Publishers and

media buyers everywhere will need to understand the market's nuances to capitalize on the opportunities

that are set to rise.



Underscoring Omnichannel with Consumer Behavior 

Consumer behavior is unpredictable as highlighted over the last two years. As a result, businesses

everywhere are having difficulty keeping up with the evolving technology landscape. Engaging customers

throughout their journey has become more critical than ever before for advertisers. This has made solution

providers, and agencies strive to rapidly scale and transform their platforms & processes to stay relevant. They

are strategizing to simultaneously adopt a brand-safe, privacy-compliant, and data-led approach.

SCORE: Powered by Cybage

We empower organizations to elevate their customer experience by conceiving a complete digital roadmap.

Our experts build a connected ecosystem to enable engaging interactions by delivering omnichannel

experiences. A 360° view with deeper insights provides solutions around building this ecosystem. And SCORE

is the framework we employ to do it!

It helps brands achieve their goals by defining a digital strategy, identifying personas, and creating advanced

audience segments. The framework also provides a foundation for engaging creatives and compelling

content deployed across the channel for a more digital CX.

All of this, done with a scientific, data-driven approach, enables insights that feed into strategy and

optimization. Here are the steps taken to answer the what, where, and why of customer journeys:

We begin by conducting audits. Then, we assess and understand the current state of affairs and conduct

market research, competitor analysis, and industry trends analysis. We decide on the platform & solution

architecture.

Audience and persona identification is made to create advanced audience segments. We implement a DMP

or CDP based on the needs. Here, we enable businesses to collect more information about the audience and

perform Tag Management activities.

Strategize to conceive a digital roadmap.

Converge to help us understand the who.

But before, we answer the what, where, and why  

We create and manage digital content across all social and mobile channels to ensure a coherent digital

Customer Experience. Implementations on CMS or integrations with e-commerce platforms are undertaken

here. Campaigns are then activated based on the media plans.

Orchestrate to facilitate digital creativity across the web.



We examine what worked and what didn't in a campaign. Drawing meaningful insights, visualizations are

presented along with web analytics and behavior analysis. The marketing campaigns and media plans are

then tailored based on these insights to ensure maximum optimization and high ROAS.

Our experts aim to add value to each application or product at every stage, irrespective of the platform or

domain. They follow a design-led thinking approach to outline user experience and process flows that enhance

the CX. This proven SCORE methodology has been crafted to provide a unified platform experience. Our aim is

to deliver innovation with a personal touch.

Consumer expectations are at an all-time high. And businesses in every domain are trying to captivate

customers using cutting-edge services. Omnichannel personalization plays a pivotal role in enabling these

experiences across every brand representation. SCORE has proven to be a powerful framework for perfecting

omnichannel deliveries consistently, effectively, and reliably.

Evaluate to measure the performance.

We employ marketing automation and execute ad operations across Search, Social, and Display channels. This

is done with the aim of delivering personalized omnichannel experiences.

Resonate to meet the expectations.



Marketing Analytics: Current Challenges & The Way Forward 

Marketing Analytics helps marketers learn about their prospective customers with precision. From the

movies they watch on their OTT platforms to their favorite breakfast cereals, analytics helps pinpoint

everything.

Fundamentally, data is the backbone of any analytics engagement, and Marketing Analytics is no exception.

In fact, data has replaced oil as "the" sought-after resource in this century. And this resource will continue to

grow in its value.

But, experts caution that data analytics has reached an inflection point. Growing concerns about security

risks, privacy, bias, and regulation are bumping up against all the benefits of Machine Learning and Artificial

Intelligence. Put those concerns on top of the post-pandemic apprehension and how rapidly the consumer

behavior has changed, and many challenges become apparent.

Google and other providers last year announced plans to phase out third-party cookies. The move has

stripped marketers of a wealth of fine-grained information collected by tracking consumers across the web.

But, proactive companies are already gearing up to thrive in a post-cookie, post-pandemic world.

By Anirban Mukhopadhyay



Analyzing the risks & rewards of data

Much attention has been paid to the many remarkable ways AI and ML enable companies to automate

services, predict patterns, and make recommendations for improved sales and engagement. For example, a

third of Amazon's sales come from its recommendation algorithm, while YouTube's algorithm drives 70% of

the content watched on its platform. But, the risks associated with AI need equal attention and priority from

CMOs. It can create social, reputational, and regulatory risks, even for companies well-versed in technology.

Can data protection regulations help?

These are not small risks for the organizations. And to avoid such situations, leaders need to create

interdisciplinary teams that continuously monitor and evaluate data for bias.

Companies are putting a new premium on first-party data. This has always been a valuable asset to the

category but is receiving fresh relevance as third-party data is deprecated due to wide-reaching privacy

regulations. Laws, such as the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer

Privacy Act (CCPA), are the prime reason cookies are declining, as market-leading browsers like Google

Chrome start to lend support. Regulations like GDPR or CCPA send a clear message to the advertisers that

Data needs to be handled appropriately. Any sort of personalization should not come at the cost of consumer

privacy. Companies need to allow an integrated approach that will enable them to stay nimble through

market changes. A framework could help other companies evaluate the data, execute the plan, and learn

what worked and what didn't. The mindset around data also needs to change. It shouldn't be pushed onto by

any single department but shared across business functions for better utilization of the same.

▪ Amazon scrapped a recruiting software with a gender bias. 

▪ Twitter has shut down a Microsoft chatbot that "learned" to post racist tweets. 

▪ Facebook was sued by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development, which alleged the 

platform's targeted advertising violates the Fair Housing Act by restricting who views housing ads.



Examining the way forward

We are stepping out of one of the most exciting times any marketer has faced. COVID-19 has left its impact

throughout every industry in various tangible and intangible ways. End-users radically shifted their

consumption patterns, rendering several valuable data analytics trends obsolete.

Innovative companies have responded to these shifts by moving from precision measurement to prediction.

Instead of capturing more data, they are exploring what they can do with the data they already have. Online

shopping has boomed with the onset of the pandemic, a trend that could stick around and become

permanent even after the worst of the health crisis passes. But getting online users to click and shop and

then repeat those habits could ultimately create new avenues in the Marketing Analytics space.


